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BEHIND
THE
NUMBERS
Students and alumni are the centerpiece
of the Harbour.Space ecosystem. We have
seen three generations of students leave
prepared for the industry’s challenges.
WINNING HACKATHONS. EXCELLING
AT INTERNSHIPS. IMPRESSING THE
FACULTY. CAPITALIZING ON OUR
NETWORK.
We offer students shortcuts to enter the
job market.
That’s how Annabelle became a Designer
at EF (Education First), it’s how Shannon
started working as an Analyst at Zeptolabs,
and it’s how Dmitrii joined Toptal as a
Marketing Specialist.
We spoke to 70% of them to see how
they’re building their legacy and changing
the world.
THIS REPORT IS A TRIBUTE TO THEIR
ACHIEVEMENTS.

THE
FACTS
As long as we provide opportunities for our
students to excel, they’ll do everything that it
takes to accomplish their goals.
In the end, the results speak for themselves:

95%
83%
EMPLOYMENT RATE

GOT A JOB WITHIN 3 MONTHS
AFTER GRADUATION

53%

GOT A JOB BEFORE GRADUATION

$40k
AVERAGE ANNUAL INCOME

THE
HARBOUR.
SPACE WAY
Harbour.Space is more than a university it’s a community, an incubator, and a bridge
between students and the professional
industry. Here, education evolves with the
changing needs of society and empowers
the talented minds of new generations to
create positive social impact on our future.

“

We focus on simulating the workplace so
that when our students complete their
studies, they’re ready to take the industry
by storm. Our promise to any prospective
student is simple - if you enter and take
advantage of the opportunities around
you, you will leave Harbour.Space with the
skills, connections, and experience you
need.

“

Svetlana Velikanova
CEO/Founder
Harbour.Space University

WHAT
MAKES US
DIFFERENT
DISCIPLINES
OF THE FUTURE
10 programs to prepare you
for the jobs of tomorrow.

INDUSTRY
PRACTITIONERS
75+ industry leaders
to train you for success.

ACCELERATED
LEARNING
15 intensive modules per year
to expand your skillset.

PERSONALIZED
APPROACH
100+ courses to build a holistic
educational experience.

THE
HARBOUR.
SPACE
UNIVERSE
Our students are anything but ordinary.
They include programming bootcamp
winners, math olympiad champions, up and
coming designers, and determined young
entrepreneurs, all of whom share the same
dream - collaborating with some of the
brightest minds of their generation for
positive global impact.

TOGETHER, THEY MAKE UP OUR UNIVERSE HERE’S WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE IN NUMBERS

98 89

STUDENTS ENROLLED
2019-2020

GRADUATES

53 30
LANGUAGES
SPOKEN

NATIONALITIES

BEYOND
HARBOUR.
SPACE
The experience doesn’t end at graduation.
After finishing their studies, our alumni are
ready to excel. You will find them at the
design studios of their dreams, running
their own startups, or innovating at the
most influential companies in the world.
Our alumni leave Harbour.Space with
everything they need to create the future
they envisioned for themselves.

WHERE OUR STUDENTS

WORK

GLOBAL IMPACT
Borders are not a limit when your talent speaks
for you. In numbers, here is the distribution of our
alumni across the world.

17%

56%

1%

26%

EUROPE

NORTH AMERICA

SOUTH AMERICA

ASIA

CHANGING THE
INDUSTRY
Whether at a local startup or an international
enterprise, our alumni will find their way to the
industry they belong in.

STARTUP
Consulting
Information Tech
Advertising
Marketing

34%

BIG
CORPORATION

MIDSIZE
ENTERPRISE

Tech/SaaS
Fintech
Design

EdTech
Tech/innovation
Design & Comm.

31%

27%

FREELANCE
Marketing
Branding
UX/UI
Web Design

8%

LET’S TALK
NUMBERS

Not only are our alumni creating a better future for the world,
they’re also creating a better future for themselves.
AVERAGE ANNUAL INCOME:

>$90k
6%

$90 - 45k
25%

$45 - 25k
31%

<$ 25k
38%

THE FUTURE
IS BRIGHT

Our alumni don’t stop thriving once they land their dream jobs; growth
and self improvement have become part of their identity. That’s why many
of their employers are looking to increase their salaries in the next 12
months.
EXPECTED SALARY INCREASE
IN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS:
UP TO 20%
ANNUAL INCREASE

33%
41%

UP TO 50%
ANNUAL INCREASE
UP TO 100%
ANNUAL INCREASE
NOT EXPECTING
AN INCREASE

11%

15%

FROM DREAMS
TO JOB TITLES
Shannon Bering

Margarita Loktionova

Norge Vizcay

Marketing
Analyst

Digital Marketing
Specialist

Software
Engineer

Astrid Ketele

User Experience
Consultant

Rhishi Neog

Senior Program
Manager

Multimedia Artist • Full Stack Developer • Experience Designer
Big Data Engineer • Digital Marketing Lead • Backend Developer
Digital Marketing Executive • Lead Designer • Program Manager
Content Marketer • Creative Lead • It Consultant • Data Scientist
On a final note, we asked our
alumni how they felt about
their positions.
As proud as we are of their
achievements, this is the number
that inspires us the most.

80%

I AM HAPPY WITH
MY CURRENT POSITION

IN THEIR
WORDS
Maher Mansour

Master in High-Tech Entrepreneurship

Founder and CEO

After studying architecture in Lebanon, I wanted
more. I came to the most diverse environment
ever. I found three of my co-founders here who
shared my vision. All the students motivate you they show you that nothing is impossible...

Juneza Niyazi

Master in Interaction Design

Service Designer

The cultural ethos of Harbour.Space is extremely
stimulating and inspiring because you do not
learn your field in isolation, but as part of a larger
ecosystem which involves business, marketing and
technology. The students are highly driven and
motivated to push ideas beyond the perceived
limit.

Leo Breitenberger

Master in Cyber Security

Cyber Security
Consultant

Even though we came from all over the world,
my classmates and I all shared the same ambition.
Everyone is here to grow. I am also grateful to my
professors, who came in and taught us what we
actually need to know in this field.

YOUR
FUTURE
STARTS
NOW!
Intrigued? Awesome!
Explore our website to see how you can
join our alumni and create a fulfilling,
exciting, and meaningful career in the
future.
Inspired? We hear that a lot. Follow us
on Social Media for more inspiring and
awesome content.
Finally, get in touch with us at
hello@harbour.space to let us know your
thoughts!
Until next time!

